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Where Does Ginny Maziarka Keep Her Porn?

This bit of propaganda over at Wisconsin Christian News features a nice photo of Ginny Maziarka standing in front of the West Bend Memorial Library holding a copy of *Deal With It* along with another unidentifiable book.

The way she cradles those reminded me also of this video where she proudly displays her copy of *Deal With It* within her kitchen.

Which causes me again to wonder: If Ginny considers these books to be vulgar, sexually-explicit, and even pornographic, I wonder where she keeps them at home? Does she lock them away so any un-sexualized kids can't get access to them? Does she keep them in her bedside table for those lonely nights when Jim is away? If she considers the library to be xxx-rated for possessing these books, then what of her own home? Hmmm....

And, I wonder if she realizes that by purchasing these books, she's encouraged the authors and publishers to continue to produce them. Ah, the irony.....